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EH-WSNs [AMAT+18]. eigenvector
[CLS12]. Electric [WCW+23]. Electrical
[VTY18]. Electromagnetic [LTY18].

Elements [DDA11]. elephants [GSW09].

Eliminating [WCL23]. Elliptical
[RBLP09]. Embedded
[CBSA18, DCBL15, JZX+20, XKW+22, IV12, LJY+10, MKK+13, SSC+10].
Embedding [WI23], Embedding-Based [WL23], Emerging [CPSS23], EMG [DWF+23], Emotion [JLZL19, SMZ+17].

Emotion-driven [JLZL19], Empirical [DGS16, GKRW17, YJL+22, SDTL10].

Empowered [KCE+20], Emstar [GRE+07].

Emulation [HSSS17, ZGJ+22], Enable [HWS+20].

Enabled [DSH16, KOD+14, CWK+22, GXQ+22, SUR+23, WWZ+21, SNC+23].

Embedding [CWS+22, DXC+21, LJW+21, MNLZ18, PHKK17, SMS22, SCS22, SSL+22].

Encode [WKYH17].

Encoder [LYF+23].

Encoding [SMS22].

encrypted [CCMT09].

Encryption

[FFHST22, FSTH23, TCN+17, ZCZL22].

End [MK+23, YSK+15, WWLX13].

End-Point [MK+23].

end-to-end [WWLX13].

Energy

[AMAT+18, AH20, Amm16, BDO14, BASM16, CBSA18, CKHP19, CCC+21, CPL+20, DBOD+16, DML+16, EA15, EFCPC14, FLJ+13, FBA20, GSM+22, HSSS17, HWT+22, JZL+19, JGK+23, JCC+13, KOD+14, KLC+16, KPB+08, KW9, LPV+09, LED20, LLL14, LWY+21, LWM+21, LFW+19, MDM+20, MZK+23, NZLH15, NIZM21, PA05, QXZZ22, SPK+10, SDYC22, SDBT19, TCN+17, TJWK13, TBL07, VAC13, WEC11, WALD10, WTX+16, WVC+18, WJ21, XCC+15, XXHL16, YTR+22, YXFL17, YB17, ZLYW19, ZZZ+20, ZLZ21, ZGCL23, ZWY21, ZVMR14, ABM13, CNMHO8, CLH+13, CGD12, FLFW13, GAI+06, HKL+06, HLTCC06, HR+13, KAL10, LP08, LDZ13, LFS09, SYL09, SGM08, SIS13, SU07, SC12, WBS10, WIF+11, WXZ+05, YPW+13, ZGHZ12, MSG+15].

Energy-Aware [GSM+22, GAI+06, HR13].

Energy-collision-aware [CCC+21].

Energy-conserving [PA05, HLTCC06].

Energy-Delay [DBOD+16].

Energy-Depleting [CPL+20].

Energy-driven [SPK+10].

Energy-Efficient [Amm16, DML+16, EA15, KLC+16, LED20, LWM+21, NZLH15, SDBT19, WTX+16, XXHL16, YB17, AH20, FLJ+13, HWT+22, JCC+13, KPB+08, KW9, LPV+09, LWY+21, QXZZ22, SDYC22, TJWK13, TBL07, WEC11, WLD10, ZLZ21, CNMH08, CLH+13, CGD12, HKL+06, LDZ13, LFS09, WBS10].

Energy-Fairness [LLL14].

Energy-Harvesting [AMAT+18, JZL+19, CCC+21, MDM+20, MGS+15].

Energy-Optimal [BDO14].

Energy-Saving

[XYFL17, JGK+23, GMS].

Enhanced

[SJH+18, ZYZ+19, ZZC+23].

Enhancement

[GXQ+22].

Enhancements

[MLS+22].

Enhancing

[BHA+13, LZGX23, PAYL22, WHYC19].

EnHANTs

[MG].

Enlargement

[PTDD16].

ensuring

[HTW07].

Entropy

[RCRP].

Entropy-Based

[RCRP].

Encr

[LYF+23].

Encoding

[SMS22].

encrypted

[CCMT09].

Environment

[AD11, Kou18, ACG+13, IBS+10, ORRJ12].

Environments

[GM14, GKRW17, HSSS17, MNLZ18, WLX+23, XCT+16, YJL+22, KMS+10, WX08].

epidemic

[DLD09].

equal

[MPC+10].

EnvironMic

[LCH+09].

Environment

[AKC+18, JYB+21, LFNS14, WTX+16, GRE+07].

Environmental

[DD11, Kou18, ACG+13, IBS+10, ORRJ12].

Environments

[GM14, GKRW17, HSSS17, MNLZ18, WLX+23, XCT+16, YJL+22, KMS+10, WX08].

epidemic

[DLD09].

equal

[MPC+10].

Erasure

[DML+16].

Erasure-Resilient

[VRSR].

Error

[PPM15, SNK+22, VRSR, AAA06].

error-based

[AAA06].

Error/Erasure

[VRSR].

Error/Erasure-Resilient

[VRSR].

Errors

[GZ+14, GHZ+22].

establishment

[HM07b].

Estimating

[GLQ+22, Kou18].

Estimation

[BY19, CLX+21, DSA+20, KYM17, KRP15, SMR+14, WTL15, ZGJ+22, BKM+12, CK09, FS13, KQ12, LWS1L2, SAZ10, SC12, VMS10, WIL12].

Estimation-Based

[KRP].

Estimator

[WZ+21].

Euclidean

[CLS12, KA13].

Evaluation

[ALNT22, DWF+23, DLO+23, HBC+09, KA13, LPR09].
LCH+09, ODCP13, RBD13, SCWC13.
Event [CA22, ES12, IPMG18, SDBT19, WJZ21, ZHCA17, KP1K12].
Event-Triggered [SDBT19], events [YMM+10].
Every [HCL15].
Everywhere [KAl10].
Evolution [CQDW21, KRR15, PCR13].
Evolvable [HAH22].
Evolving [GDM22].
Examples [SYT22, XLG+22].
Execution [MDM+20].
Exercise [MLN18].
Exer-games [COP+16].
Exit [JYB+21].
experience [EML+09].
Experiences [BASM16, CPP+17, LGTL19, OBB+13].
Experimental [PG09].
Experimentation [MGS+15].
Exploiting [BNN+20, LCH+19b, LWH+22, LCD22, SSL+19, VTY18, WXL+19].
Exploring [MGZ+21, WQH+22], exponents [VMS10].
exposure [Dj10].
Extending [CWY+15, HKG+19].
Extraction [GZZ+23, PCPK14, ZZH+23].
Face [LHX+21, SUR+23, HBLR05].
Face-Aware [HBLR05].
Facts [LGTL19].
Fading [GM14].
Failure [BCMY22, KBD14].
Fair [LDC+19].
Fairness [LLL14].
Fail [WHQ+23].
false [CDGC12, ZSJN07].
Familiarity [PZOZ21].
FAR [HBLR05].
Fast [BLSG19, MZW+19, PKC+18, WCLD23].
Fault [COS19, CHSA18, JTE20, LMP14, LDS+22, NRC+09, NP12].
Fault-Tolerant [LMP14, COS19].
faults [SGG10].
Faulty [GZZ+14].
Feasibility [BAP+17].
Feature [FLCH23, LTDZ22].
features [LC14a].
Federated [FHST22, OXZ+23, SDYCC22, WTH+23, ZWHL23].
Fi [XYJ+23, ZZZ+22].
Fidelity [CTW+15].
Field [LHJ22, ZYX+19, DJ10, MR09, WLZ13, WLY12, XRH+13, ZW05, ZSG09].
Fields [TJL1K4].
Filling [WW1+16, WJD16].
Filtering [CDGC12].
Filters [TCB+14].
Finding [CHPP23].
Fine [GYG+23, YYL+23, ZTZX23, MB16].
Fine-Grained [YYL+23, GYG+23, ZTZX23, MB16].
Fingerprinting [BRR+18, JCY+22, LDG21, WTC22].
Fingerprints [KK15, LXY+22, LGLD23].
finite [ENP+13].
FIRST [RFS+19].
Fit [RSK+21].
fitting [LPW+23].
Flash [LLX+14].
Flash-Optimized [LLX+14].
flat [CK13].
Fleet [WCM+23].
Fleet-Oriented [WCM+23].
Flexibility [BSI+15].
Flexible [BGP+23, WYD+22].
Flood [IPK20].
Floodung [BLSG19, CZMM23].
Floor [WHQ+23].
Flow [PK19, SZG+15, KPS12].
Flow-Based [SZG+15].
Flux [SIL18].
Flying [CPP+17].
Fog [BIDM19].
Follower [XDM+21].
Following [WPL+16].
Food [PK20].
Footprinting [WJ21].
Footprints [WCV+18, ZZX+20].
Force [EFI+10].
Force-directed [EFI+10].
Forecasting [CTW+15, WFW+23, LL21].
Forests [DPB19].
ForETaxi [WCM+23].
Forged [TDZ+22].
formation [VAC13].
Forward [KRR15].
Forward-Secure [KRR15].
Forwarding [AMM16, DEN09, LCH+19b, WBS14, HCXT09, LFS09, SGM08].
Framework [AMM16, DBOD+16, FM15, GDM22, HBKP14, HWT+22, LLW+23, LZN19, NKL14, NZLH15, RFS+19, SJJH+18, SLCC+22, SDYCC22, SUZ19, VBP+20, WHT+23, ZLB+23, CA06, CC11, CGD12, GBS08, HGZ05, KBD13, KT11, MS09, SPK14].
Free [IJW+21, SCH15, WHST16, ZLW+15, ZLGL19, GJY+22, HCXT09, SLC+19, SSL+22, TJJ+23, WTC22, WHQ+23, ZLGL20].
Free-cooled [IJW+21].
Frequency [LWC14, ACG+13].
Frequency-Based [LWC14].
Frequent [WTH+23].
ftTRACK [LMP14].
Full [SCL+19, WC13].
full-view [WC13].
Fully [XWC+23].
Function [LGXC23].
Fusion [HPS+18, HBKP14, LTDZ22, MCW+16, TXC+13, ZDW+10, RKW+06, TXY+13].
Fusion-based [TXC+13]. Future [AAJ+23, AMTH+17, RKW+06]. Fuzzy [YRB+17].

Gains [IPMGL18]. Gait [XYW+22, XJR+17, ZZZ+22, XJR+17].

Gait-Based [XYR+17, ZZZ+22]. Gait-Key [XJR+17]. GaitSense [ZZZ+22].

GaitTracker [XYW+22]. Game [CPL+20, DSH16, DBOD+16, LLH22, YMY+23, ABM13, VAC13, YLL13].

Game-Theoretic [CPL+20, VAC13].

Garment [LPW+23]. Gated [FLCH23].

Gathering [EA15, HCL15, YMY+23, Amm13, CGD12, GCBL06, GNDCO8, Kal10, WLD10].

Gauss [KLC13]. Gaussian [ORRJ12, WZZ+21].


Generative [XLL+17, ZHL+15, ZWW+23].

Genus [WJD16].

Geographical [LFL+19, WS14, ZSKH08]. Geographical [LYR+23]. Geomagnetic [HUMC22].

Geomagnetism [WMT+19]. geometrical [ABM06, NEK12].

Geometry [Amm23, XRS10]. Geometry-based [Amm23]. Geospatial [KRP15].

Gesture [XYJ+23, YXG+19].

G Hz [SMS22, SCS22].

GINSENG [OBB+13].

Global [KNN+22, ZWW+23].

Go [GCAK17, SYOY12].

Goals [LHRM09].

Gossip [SZG11].

G PART [ZWW+23].

GPS [LL21].

GPS [CT19, FSSR15, GPL+12, JCC+13].

Gradient [HCXT09]. gradient-based [HCXT09].

Grained [MB16, YYL+23, GYG+23, ZTTX23].

Graph [DTW+23, LL21, WYY+19, ELYR14, NEKK12, ZBA07].

Graph-based [LL21, WYY+19].

Graphical [WZZ+21].

Graphs [CHPP23, ZWW+23, FKMS06].

Grayspaces [BAP+17]. greedy [KT11].

Green [SBSD18]. Greenifying [ABC+18].

GreenLocs [NZLH15]. Grid [LDS+22, VTY18, WZZ+21, RR09].

grid-group [RR09]. Grids [KKP18].

Group [LND08, CLS12, MPS10, RR09].

Group-based [LND08]. Grouping [RKJ09].

Guarantee [SCL+19]. Guaranteed [WS14]. guaranteeing [CLX09].

guarantees [WLLX13].

Guidance [GZK+23]. guided [BJW+22].

H [CRZ+20]. H-DrunkWalk [CRZ+20].

Hand [CLJ+23]. Hand-dependent [CLJ+23].

Handover [ELYR14]. Handovers [JYB+21].

Harmonium [PKC+18].

Harmony [YMY+23].

Harvesting [AMAT+18, BASL16, FBAG20, HSSE17, JZL+19, YTR+22, ZZZ+20, WZY21].

HCC+21, MDM+20, MGS+15].

Hazards [PDP+17]. HDACS [XAKV15].

Health [HYM+18].

Healthcare [AAJ+23, GZZ+23, SUR+23, SMW23, SNC+23].

Heart [CLX+21].

Heartbeat [KAH+10].

Heat [SZX17].

Heterogeneity [ZWW+20, Amm13].

Heterogeneous [CRZ+20, ELR+22, LFW+19, SGB15, SWY21, TYGW15, BCL+12, RE+07, LP06, LPR09, LSW23].

Heterogeneous-device [SWYW21].

Hidden [MCGZ21, LCC+13].

Hierarchical [ALS23, FSTH23, FLCH23, SGZ11, XAKV15, IV12, LDZ13].

High [CTW+15, KKP18, MNLZ18, PDP+17, PCPK14, RKRP17, WJD16, YSK+15, ACG+13, GBS08].

High- [RKRP17].

High-End [YSK+15].

High-Fidelity [CTW+15]. high-frequency [ACG+13].

High-Level [PDP+17]. High-Mobility [MNLZ18].

High-Rate [PCPK14].

Histograms [CG18].

Hoc [CS17, CS18, VDV16, CVY09, DRC06, KPK12, LYG+13, NJS05, PR10, SZ19, SS13].

Holistic [DLG+21, LCC+17].

Home
homogeneous [MPS10]. Homomorphic [FHST22]. Hop [DGS16, GTLI19, NEKK12, WXDI23, ZSL23, ZSJN07]. hop-by-hop [ZSJN07].

hop-count-based [NEKK12]. Hopping [TNBG18, WZL21]. Human [Hau14, LL21, LPW23, OXZ23, YXF17, ZZZ22, ZHY23, ZSJN07].

human-centric [YSM08]. Human-related [HWT17, ZHJ20]. humans [GJNC14]. 


hygrometer [PKS23]. hypothesis [AAA06].


Identifying [CJL11]. iDiary [FSSR15].

IEEE [BAP17, PEFSV13, PFJ13, RDR07, TDD19]. IoT [HWT23, QCW22].

Image [LLZ22, NLM19]. Image-based [NL19]. imagers [KAH10].


Impedance [ZZC23]. Implementation [CSL23, XTW22, GAI06, LCH09, TBL07].

Implementing [MWS08]. Improve [KSR20]. Improved [RS19, SS13, YTZ23, FKMS06].

improvement [ZJZ12]. Improving [DTY22, KCPC13, LN05, MDC17, SJP22].

In-Air [XYG19]. In-Band [CSL23, ZZW23]. In-Bed [AJH20].

In-Network [BJR15, ELR08, KBD13].

In-situ [WLW12, WWL15]. Inaudible [LWH22]. Incentive [LLZ20, RDP16, YCL19, ZZ21, ZZ23].

Incidents [MSB17]. Incremental [PPM15, PBM11]. independent [WHQ23].

Indexing [LLX14, HZS05]. Individual [MSK23]. Indoor [KVS23, LZZ15, LWW21, NZL23, NLH19, PKC18, TAT14, TGG17, TGG19, WMT19, XCT16, XDM21].


inequality [YJW13]. inertia [YPW13].

Inertial [MLZ18, XYW22]. Inexpensive [RHS20].

Inference [DLD23, JYB21, SUZ19]. Inferring [SZX17]. Information [CDG12, DTY22, GLQ22, HLN11, RGB17, RFS19, YMY23, BK13, BQJ09, KVI13, MS09, ORJ12, SSGM10, Su07].

information-seeking [KVI13].

Information-theoretic [CDG12]. informative [KK11]. Infrastructure [COS19, MWS08].


Insulation [SZX17]. Integrated [XWZ23, HKL06]. Integrity [PMGL18, MKFD23, WRYL11, GBS08].

Intelligence [LCF22, MG22, QXZ22, XYJ23].

Intelligent [GZZ23, HL17, SWY21, ZZZ22, ZDS21]. Intensity [CLJ23, XCT16]. Intensity-Based [XCT16]. Interaction [PHK17, SCS10].

Interactions [CLJ20, SDX20]. Interactive [COP16, KLA14].

Intercepting [BH21]. Interference [MSA18, TNBG18, BNG12, XTS08, ZCLJ14]. Interference-Aware [TNBG18].

Interleaved [ZSJN07]. Intermittent [ZZZ23].
[MDM+20]. Internet
[AAJ+23, BJW+22, CQDW21, CPSS23, JKG+23, LLW+23, MDB+23, MGS+19, SMW23, SLS+22, YTR+22, YMY+23, YTZ+23, ZZW+23a, ZLYW19, ZDS+21].

interpolation [LS10]. Interpretable [TCC+23]. interrelational [RKJ09].

Interval [SBK22]. Intervals [ZGX+16].

Introduction [CPSS23, CWK+22, LWKZ22, MGN22, NJZ18, QXZZ22, SMW23, Zha05].

Intrusive [NZM21, ZYC+23]. Inverted [ABC+18]. Involvement [MYM+23].

Involved [ZWWZ20]. IODetector [LZZ+15]. IoMT [ZLB+23]. IONavi [TGG+17].


Jamming [CD21, CPL+20, HXZ23b, TDD+19, LPV+09, SDC10]. Joint [Amn13, BY19, KSR+20, KPCC20, TCN+17, TZZ22, WLW+23]. JVM [RS19].

Kamada [CS17]. Kawai [CS17]. kernel [NJS05]. kernel-based [NJS05]. Key [KKRR15, LWH+22, MPS10, PCPK14, RR09, XJR+17, YLSZ19, ZZH+23, HM07b, LYG+13, LN05, LND08, MWS08, TP07, WDLN09, XJR+17]. knowledge [LN05]. Known [LGLTL19].

Labeling [NZH+23, SMZ+17]. labelling [ZZY+23]. Landmark [NZH+23]. Lane [BNPR20]. LaPS [DPB19]. Large

[LGTL19, LXR+16, MCGZ21, SBK22, SSL+22, TJKL14, VRS15, WCW+23, WS14, ZHZ+16, CJS11, CDR08, HBLR05, HM07b, KSMH13, KPB+08, LWG09, MB09, PCR13, PH10, TJZX+13, ZH05, ZSJS06].

Large-Scale

[LDX+16, SBK22, TJKL14, VRS15, WCW+23, WS14, ZHZ+16, LGTL19, MCGZ21, SSL+22, CDR08, HBLR05, HM07b, KSMH13, KPB+08, LWG09, MB09, PCR13, PH10, TJZX+13, ZSJS06]. Latency

[BYD+15, CCC+21, PNL+22, SDBT19, XCC+15, ZLGL20, LP08, WRS10].

Latency-efficient [ZLGL20]. Latent

[LWY+21]. Layer

[KPRH14, LCM21, DDHC+12, HWT+11, LPV+09, LFS09, LCD22]. Layers

[KPRH14]. Lead [ZDS+21]. Leader

[XDM+21]. Leader-Follower [XDM+21].

Leakage [PK19]. LEAP [ZJJS06]. Learn [ZDS+21]. Learning

[AL23, BTH18, CLX+21, CQDW21, CPL+20, FHT22, FBAG20, GAMW22, JKG+23, Knu22, LWL+21, LL21, LWY+21, LC14b, LWX+21, MDB+23, OXZ+23, RKL23, SDYC22, SMZ+17, WLZ23, WTH+23, Yao22, ZZ21, ZWWL23, ZZZ+23, ZSZ20, NJS05].

Learning-Based

[GAMW22, LWX+21, ZZ21]. Least

[ZZZC08]. Leads [TAT14]. length [QM13].

Lesion [GZZ+23]. LesionTalk [GZZ+23].

Level [PDP+17, VDV16, ZGJ+22, CT19, CRY+10, CK13, TXY+13, KBD13]. Levels

[SZX17]. Leveraging

[BIMD19, CCL+23, Hau14, LS10, YS07].

Lexicographic [YM14]. LiDAR [DPB19].

LiDAR-assisted [DPB19]. Lifelogging

[JLZL19]. Lifetime [QNN+22, RD16, SCL+14, ZSSL23, DD09, IR12, JTS09, LHRM09, LKA10, WRS10, YLL13, ZH05]. lifetime-maximized [YLL13]. Light
[CLJ+23, XCT+16]. Lighting [KCE+20].
Lightweight [SC15, WS14]. like [AH20].
likelihood [WKA14]. Limit
[YYXL22, ZCZ+23]. Limits [LCH+20].
Linear [JAC19, PWS+23]. Link [LC14b,
MB16, PS17, ZGJ+22, BKRM+12, DDHC+12,
KPC13, LPV+09, LC14a, SAZ10].
link-layer [LPV+09]. Links
[CD21, PS17, WKYH17, ZK07, ZSKH08].
LIPAuth [CLJ+23]. LIPS [XCT+16].
Liquid [SDW+23, SDW+23]. Listening
[LCJ+23]. LMAC [GLG+23]. LMS
[PPM15]. Load
[KKP18, NZM21, ZZZ+23, LKA10]. local
[BGJ09]. Localisation [BCMY22].
Localizability [PWS+23]. Localization
[AHK16, BGJ09, EY14, GYNY16, KTV+13,
LXY+22, LDGG21, NLH+19, PCK+18,
PWS+23, RH520, SNK+22, SW22, SLC+22,
WMT+19, ZLW+15, ZCZ+23, ZBA07,
dOEC+23, BLWY06, CLK+09, CVY09,
CPL06, CLS12, EPI+10, JRO8, JCC+13,
KQ14, KMS+10, LP05, LWG09, LK09,
LH09, NEKK12, NJS05, PG09, TJJ+13,
WX08, XWX13, XRS10, YJW13,
ZLGG10, ZGT11]. Localized
[LSW06, MS12, PR10, PKS+23]. Localizing
[ALY+23, CT19, SCG+15, ZSY+19, ST12].
Locating [GPL+12]. Location
[PZ021, Sch15, TAT14, TYG15,
YQLD22, GSL10, SGG10].
Location-based [YQLD22]. Location-Free
[Sch15]. Locations [LSW14, KGGK11].
logical [CA06]. Logistics [NXW+22]. Long
[AKSW22, Pha16, XDY+19, VHC+09,
ZGHZ12]. Long-Range [Pha16, AKSW22].
Long-Term [XDY+14, VHC+09, ZGHZ12].
longitudinal [KPS12]. Loose [LPW+23].
Loose-fitting [LPW+23]. LoRa
[AKSW22, GLG+23, HXXZ3a, HXXZ3b,
LTLL19, LDGG21, SMS22, SCS22, SYL+22,
WZ23+23, XHZG22, XTXW22]. LoRaWAN
[GJT+22, HAH22]. Loss [MB16, CK13].
Lossless [LL16]. Lossy
[HSD16, KPCB20, LL16, ZMVR14, ZSKH08].
Low
[ALNT22, BYD+15, BLGS19, CWS+22,
CT19, CML+21, DRW+14, DRC17, GLS+14,
GJNC+14, HSD16, KPCB20, LWZ22,
LFL+19, LCH+20, LCJ+23, LCD22, MB09,
ME21, PKS+23, RKR17, RHS20, SBK22,
SBTB19, TAT14, WZLM21, WQH+22,
WS14, XWW+20, XCC+15, CHN+13,
CRY+10, DDHC+12, IV12, LM10a, LM10b,
MDC+09, ODCP13, PH10, SDTL10, ZK07].
low-bandwidth [CHN+13].
Low-complexity [JNJC+14, MB09].
Low-Cost [CWS+22, CML+21, LFL+19,
TAT14, ALNT22, PKS+23, ODCP13].
Low-Duty-Cycle [XCC+15]. Low-Latency
[BYD+15]. Low-level [CT19, CRY+10].
Low-Power [BLGS19, DRW+14, DRC17,
HSD16, KPCB20, SBK22, XWW+20,
LCJ+23, LCD22, ME21, RHS20, WZLM21,
WQH+22, DDHC+12, IV12, ODCP13, PH10,
SDTL10, ZK07]. Low-Precision [RKR17].
Low-Stretch-Guaranteed [WS14]. Lower
[KPRH14]. LP [GSM+22]. LR [LED20].
LR-WPANs [LED20]. LSAB [PAYL22].
LT [JJ15].
MAC [DBOD+16, DDHC+12, GCRB12,
GAMW22, HF17, LM10a, LM10b, LPV+09,
LFS09, LHX16, NGBB14, QM13, RDR07,
SC15, YH13]. Machine
[HCL15, Yan22, ZSZ20].
Machine-Learning [Yan22].
Machine-to-Machine [HCL15].
macroscopic [KLC13]. Magnetic
[JCZ+22, ZZC+23b, ZZC+23].
Maintaining [LXR+16]. Maintenance
[CHSA18, HBW+18, SB16, TBL07].
Malicious [ARWK19, WWZ+21]. Malware
[ZLB+23]. Management
[ECPC14, KOD+14, LCH+19a, SBCF20,
TAT14, ZLYW19, ZHJ+20, JLYG13,
LYG+13, NDM+13, WECC07]. Managing
[PCR13, SHY13]. Maneuver [LYF+23].
Mapping [LCC+13, MZKC23, EML+09].
Maps [KV23]. Marked [YZZD23].
Markov [KPC13]. Massiv [BY19].
Matching [ZZC+23]. Material [SYX+23].
Matrices [YB17]. MAV [CRZ+20]. Max
[YM14, YSM08]. Max-Min [YM14].
Maximal [ZWW+23]. Maximization
[QNN+22]. maximized [YLL+13].
Maximizing [ZGX+16, IR12]. Maximum
[RKR17, SCL+14, WKA14, NP12]. MC
[XDX+14]. MCI [GZK+23]. MCRT
[WWFX11]. MDF [Den09]. Mean [LLH22].
Measurement [LJL19, IR12]. Measurement
[BNN+20, CZX+22, DXL+15, GCAK17,
LGTL19, WWL15, XYW+22].
Measurement-Based [CZX+22]. Measurements
[SUZK19, YJWL13].
Measuring [CLX09]. MEC
[YZ+23, ZWLN23]. Mechanism
[XLO+23, YCL+19, ZZ21, ZZ23].
Mechanisms [BIST18, LLZ+20, RDP16, SZX17, ZSJ06].
Medical [JGK+23, SMW23, NDM+13]. medium [Gel07]. meeting [LHRM09].
Memento [JLZL19]. Mental [ALS23].
Mesh [YYC+19]. Metaheuristics
[PSR+22]. Method [FLCH23, GYN16,
WL23, WLZ23, AAA06, XRS10]. Methods
[ZZZ+20, CDR08, KKP+07, SGG10].
metric [DRC06]. Metrics
[RFB+14, ZLB+23, SS13]. mice [GSW09].
micro [JC12]. micro-solar [JC12].
Microgrids [MKF+23]. Middleware
[ZYZ+19]. Milestones [YYC+19].
Millimeter [BY19, YPZ+17, ZCZ+23].
Millimeter-wave [CZC+23]. MIMO
[BY19, KGDC22, NK14, YYXL22,
ZZW+23b, ZZC+23]. Min [YM14]. mine
[LL09]. Minimal
[COS19, GLQ+22, WTX+23]. Minimalistic
[CPP+17]. Minimization [SNK+22].
Minimizing [PNL+22]. Minimum
[CCC+21, WWXY13, XLZ+07, XCC+15,
ZHT+23, Dji10, FKMS06, Ka10]. Mining
[WWZ+21, WTH+23, KLA+14].
Mismatch [PTDD16]. Miss [HXZ23a].
Missing [WLW+20]. mission
[EMBP12, Rjl+10]. mission-oriented
[EMBP12]. Mitigate [SE23]. Mitigating
[NLD08]. Mitigation
[CD21, HAH22, MSAJ18]. Mixed [Lau15].
Mixing [KKRR15]. mmWave [WCLD23].
mobicast [HBLR05]. Mobile
[AHK16, CGB+19, CS17, DRC17, DDA11,
GSGA23, JYB+21, KCE+20, KJD+23,
Kou18, LLZ+22, LLX+22, LGXC23, LXR+16,
LWX+21, KMK+20, MLS+22, RD16,
RGB+17, RFS+19, SML18, SZG+15, TZZ22,
TGG+17, VD16, WPL+16, WYY+19,
WXT+23, WLZ23, WHST16, XLO+23,
XWW+20, XZL+20, YWD+21, YZZD23,
ZHL+15, ZZ21, ZZ23, ZLL+22, dOEC+23,
Bra07, CSA06, EML+09, FLFW13, KKP+07,
KSM14, KAS+10, LCC+13, RMB+10,
SZC08, WRS10, WLZ13]. Mobility
[Hau14, MNLZ18, NGBB14, ZWWZ20,
Amm13]. Mode [MSK+23, XDM+21].
Model [TCC+23, GZK+23, LYST23,
MZW+19, RBS16, SLC+22, XLG+22,
YXG+19, ZWZW20, DIE14, Ge07, KT11,
KLC13, KA13, MS09, TP07, ZCLJ14].
model-derived [KLC13]. Model-driven
[SCL+22]. Modeling
[DRW+14, ECPC14, JP06, KGBS18, PFJ13,
PS17, RRA22, WRS10, ZZW+23a, BJW+22,
CDGC12, CK13, DLD09, KA13, NP12,
SYOY12, WWB+19]. Modelling [KSR+20].
Models
[ALNT22, DD11, WZZ+21, ZHKS06, Bra07,
KPC13, NEKK12, SG08, JTS09]. Modern
[IHGS15]. Modes [KJP+15, RMB+10].
Modulation [SBK22]. Modules [JCZ+22].
Moisture [WWL15, WLW12]. Monitor
[BCMM22, GYG+23]. Monitoring
[AMTH+17, BWCW14, BGCP+23, COS19,
CPX+20, CML+21, DD11, DML+16,
NZM21, PK19, SZG+15, TPM+17, WTX+16,
Multiresolution [SZ11]. multiroot
[ZZS10]. MultiSense [ZZY+23].
Multisensor [KCE+20]. Multiswimmer
[COP+16]. Multi-task [HBKP14]. Muscle
[MNNLZ18]. Musculoskeletal [DFWF+23].
MuSiC [GZJE23]. MuSiC-Based
[GZJE23]. Mutual [CWS+22]. MyoVibe
[MNNLZ18].
Nanosensor [ZHCA17]. NAS [Kun22].
Natural [LTY18]. Navigate [DXC+21].
Navigation [CRZ+20]. LR05, TGG+17,
TGG+19, XDM+21, KAS+10]. NB
[CZX+22, YIL+22]. NB-IoT
[CZX+22, YIL+22]. Near
[BCMY22, JK08, LKA10, SB16].
Near-lifetime-optimal [LKA10].
Near-Optimal [SB16, JK08]. Necessary
[WKHY17]. Neighbor [ZHL+15].
Neighborhood [JM16]. Neighbour
[HSD16]. Neighbour-Disjoint [HSD16].
est [KAH+10]. Net [KKP18]. Net-Load
[KKP18]. Network
[BJR15, BH21, BASM16, BGP+23, BQB+11,
CC23, CS17, DRC17, EA15, GZK+23,
JTE20, KOD+14, KAAF13, KGDC22,
KK15, KJP+15, LCH+19a, LZAH+15,
LFL+19, MPRS16, PKHK17, QNN+22,
RRA22, Sch+15, SSL+22, TMM+17, VPB+20,
VDV16, WYKH7, WB17, WZZ+21,
WHST16, XFS+21, ZLL23, BLY06,
BNG12, CK09, CSA06, CRY+10, CJS12,
DEM+12, ELRO8, EGG13, ES12, GAJ+06,
HKL+06, HBC+09, HTW07, HR13, IBS+10,
KBD13, KT11, KVI+13, KASD09, KNSM14,
LP08, LPV+09, LCH+09, MCT14, NJS05,
NRC+09, NP12, ORRJ12, TLR13, TBL07,
WZL08, ZLGG10, ZSG09, ZGT11, ZGHZ12].
Network-Level [VDV16]. Networked
[DCBL15, GM14, MGS+15, MZIKC23,
MKK+13, ZCLJ14]. Networking [CBSA18,
CKHP19, CQDW21, LCM21, ZMVR14].
Networks
[AAJ+23, AMT+17, AMT+18, AKSM15,

**Networks**

[SSL+19, SBCF20, SBK22, SZG11, SCL+14, SB16, SCL+19, SXD+15, SGB15, SG11, SZG+15, TJL14, TCN+17, TNB18, TYG15, TDD+19, VPB+20, VRSR15, VDV6, WWFX11, WPL+16, WB17, WYY+19, WXL+19, WZLM21, WQH+22, WCW+23, WS14, WBS14, WLS+16, XDX+14, XWW+23, XWC+23, XCC+15, XHL16, XZL+20, YM14, YTB+14, YB17, ZHCA17, ZZW+23a, ZLW+15, ZHZ+16, ZLZ21, ZTXT23, ZSL+23, ZGCL23, ZWY21, ZLGL19, ZGLL20, dOEC+23, Amm13, ADF12, BKM+12, BCL+12, BKS13, BHA+13, Bra07, BG09, CSJ16, CA06, CDGC12, CGV06, CYS+10, CCMT09, CC11, CLSW12, CMHO8, CLH+13, CHN+13, CRW07, CV09, CDR08, CGD12, CK13, CPH06, CCJ08, DLD09, Den09, DRC06, DD09, DABNR10, DIE14, ELR08, ENPNF13, ELYR14, EMBP12, FLJ+13, FT06, FLFW13, GCRB12, GSW09, GBS08, GSL10, GRE+07, GFJ+13, GNDC08, HZGS05, HM07a, HW+11, HTC+10, HY07, HBLR05, HLT06, HM07b.  

**Networks**

[HCX09, IW14, IR12, IV12, JKK08, JC12, JHU+13, JLYG13, JP06, JKS+10, JROH09, KAL10, KBD14, KXTZ09, KPK+07, KC14, KQ12, KQ4, KKK08, KPK12, KJ12, KAA13, KNA+14, KJ109, KSMH13, KPB+08, KWN09, KAR+14, KMS+10, KA13, LDH06, LP05, LP06, LPR09, LGM09, LKA10, LRO5, LSW06, LL09, LDZ13, LYG+13, LWSL12, LS10, LH09, LCC10, LNO5, LW+06, LND08, LFS09, MZWT10, MB09, MWS08, MS09, MPS10, MDC+09, MP10, MS12, MPC+10, MAG13, NGSA08, NEKK12, NLD08, NC10, ODCP13, PDMJ10, PG10, PGG+10, PM11, PEFSV13, PG09, PC10, PKG08, PR10, PMST12, PCR13, PA05, PH10, QM13, RBLP09, RKW+06, RBD13, RJL+10, RR09, SYL09, SAZ10, SZG13, SSMG10, SMO8, SPK+10, SCW13, SH09, SPK14, ST12, SS13, SSO12, SYOO12, SZC08, SD10, Su07, SG08, SG10, SC12].  

**Networks**

[SEZA13, TP07, TIZ+13, TXC+13, TXY+13, TJW13, TMAP14, TYD+07, VMS10, VG10, YAC13, WECC07, WEC11, WL14, WZL07, WZL08, WDLN09, WBS10, WLD10, WRS10, WC13, WWL13, WWXY13, XBWX13, XZW+05, XLZ+07, XWDN12, XT08, XRH+13, YSZC13, YS07, YVS07, ZSH08, ZH05, ZKS10, ZJX10, ZJJ12, ZVPS10, ZHKS06, ZDG09, ZJS06, ZSJN07, ZWD+10].  

**Neural**

[BNP20, CC33, DTW+23, LHZZ20, LLW+23, LLD23].  

**Node**

[ARWK19, BCMY22, CWMY+15, CPP+17, CS18, GSGA23, MB16, PWS+23, YSK+15, YJL+22, CV09, CHP06, DLD09, JTS09, LK09, PX13, YWD+21].  

**Nodes**

[AKS22, DTY+22, ELR+22, GZZ+14, KBW16, MCGZ21, HR13, MPS10, SSM+10].  

**noisy**

[YJWL13].  

**Nomadic**

[XJL+23].  

**Non**

[BT18, CS18, DSH16, ZY+23, KSM14].  

**Non-Bayesian**

[BT18].  

**Non-Convex**

[CS18].  

**Non-Cooperative**

[DSH16].
Non-intrusive [ZYC+23], non-overlapping [KNSM14].
Nondeterministic [XLO+23], nonhomogeneous [MRM09]. Nonlinear
[ZW15, LK09]. Nonlinearities [PPM15, LWL12], nonuniform [KC14].
Novel [SBK22, YLSZ19, ZLB+23, CGD12]. Num2vec [FWF+23]. Number [ZHT+23],
Numeric [FWF+23].

O [XWC+23]. Object [EGG13, HPS+18, LJLW19, XKW+22, YYL+23, ABM06, KASD09]. Objectives
[BWCW14]. Objects [BQB+11, NXW+22]. Oblivious [KCE+20]. Observation [BT18].
observations [WKA14]. observer [CSA06]. Obstacle [ZVPS10]. Obstacles
[TCB+14, XJL+23]. occlusions [EGG13]. Occupancy [AAHS18, ECPC14].
Occupant [HPS+18]. occurring [LWSL12]. OFDM [KGDC22]. off [FLFW13, WRS10].
Offloading [BJV+22, JGK+23, SHWW20, TZZ22, YTZ+23, ZWWL23]. Older
[ABC+18]. On-demand
[DLD+23, KB+08]. On-Object [HPS+18]. One
[ABC+18, GTL19, RSK+21, SAZ10]. One-Hop [GTL19]. one-way [SAZ10].
Online [CGB+19, IW14, LL21, LC14b, LCLY22, MKM+20, SE23, MCT14]. OPCIO
[JZX+20]. Open [FPA+20, WLW+20]. OpenCarrier [YYLX22]. Operation
[HKG+19, MSK+23, RFB+14, ZGHZ12]. Opportunistic
[CGZM+23, GZ+14, HSGW21, LCH+19b, LFL+19, MAJ+18, WYX+19, WBS14].
OPTI [DLD+23]. OPTICS [WCPC20].
Optimal
[BGMP15, BDO14, DSH16, HBKP14, JZL+19, JR08, KC14, KMY17, KKP18, LW+06, MGS+19, SB16, SH09, SZG+15, WC09, WC12, WLW12, WYD+22, YM14, JK08, Ka10, KPK12, LKA10, SC12, ZW05].
Optimally [LP08]. Optimization
[CGZ+22, CGB+19, DBD+16, KPRH14, LCD22, PDP+17, YMY+23, ZZPW23, ZSLL23, ZZZC+23, ABM13, CSA06, PEFSV13]. Optimized
[C23, Lam15, LLX+14, MZK23, MB09]. OPTimizing [WCPC20, DCBL15, HWT+11, JZX+20, RD16, RFS+19, TLRE13, WIF+11, WXD+23, XCC+15].
Orchestration [LDS+22]. Order
[DLD+23, WJZ21], organized [KSMH13]. organizing [CNMH08]. Oriented
[WCW+23, WYD+22, YCL+19, EMB12, NDM+13, ZGCL23]. Other [CWS+22]. Our
Outdoor [CML+21, LZZ+15, LDGG21, P KS+17, KMS+10]. outlier
[YJW13]. outliers [XBW13]. overcome[LYG13]. overhearing
[JROH09]. Overlapping
[WQH+22, KNSM14, WWXY13]. Overload
[WECC07]. Own [LSW14].

P2P [MSK+23]. Packages [NXW+22].
Packet [KLC+16, MB16, WXL+19, Gel07, LFS09, PX13, XWDN12, KBD13].
Packet-Level [KBD13]. Packet-Loss
[MB16]. Packets [HXZ23a]. pairwise
[HM07]. Paradigm [LCJ+23]. Parallel
[WZZ+23, ZZPW23]. Parameter
[BDB+16, ELR+22]. Parameters
[Kon18, HWT+11]. Parking
[RKLM23, ZGH+21]. Parkinson [TCC+23].
Partial [WZL08, WLZ23, CJS11]. Partially
[WQH+22]. Participant
[CGB+19, WLZ23, YCL+19]. Participatory [RDP16]. Partitioning
[LYF+23, TJL14, ZWW+23, HMO7].
Passive [CYW+15]. Path [DSA+20, MRM09, SCL+14, SG11, CSA06, CK13].
path-constrained [CSA06]. Paths
[TJLJ+14, DJ08]. Patients [GZK+23].
Patterns [CLJ+23, KGBS18, BNG12].
Payload [MSM12]. PC [KPCB20].
PC-RPL [KPCB20]. PCube [XHZG22].
GKRW17, KPCB20, LJW+21, MZKC23, ORRJ12, WWFX11, WHYC19, XYJ+23, XRJ+13, ZIJX10, ZZM+22, ZYC+23, LWH+06, SGG10, SHY13, WWXY13.

Recurrent XRH Rehabilitation SUR ZGCL23, ZHT+21, ORRJ12, XRH+13, ZIJX10, ZZM+22, ZYC+23, LWH+06, WWXY13.

Real-Time [DRC17, MZKC23, WWFX11, XYJ+23, BBD+23, BCMY22, LJW+21, ORRJ12, XRH+13, ZIJX10, ZZM+22, ZYC+23, LWH+06, WWXY13].

Real-World [GKRW17, SGG10]. Realistic [HSS17, SAK+19]. Reality [LLZ+22].

Receiver [HF17, DDHC+12]. receiver-initiated [DDHC+12].

Receiver-Synchronized [HF17].

Reception [HXZ23a, XHZG22].


Recommendation [LLW+23].

Recommendations [dOEC+23].

Reconfigurable [SML18, TLRE13].

Reconfiguration [HK+19, KKP+07, SGB15].

reconstruction [NCV10]. Recovery [PKC+18, PX13]. Recruitment [XLO+23].

Recurrent [FLCH23]. redistribution [TJWK13]. Reducing [WLX+19].

Redundancy [CGVC06, LS10].


Regulations [Pha16]. Regulator [HSL+15].

Rehabilitation [DFW+23].

Reinforcement [FBAG20, GAMW22, JGK+23, LWL+21, LWX+21, RKLM23].

Reinforcing [MKFD+23]. rekeying [CLSW12]. Related [RFB+14, ZHH+20].

Relay [DGS16, GCAK17, NK15].

Relay-Assisted [DGS16]. Relays [GSM+22]. Reliability [KYM17, KBD13].

Reliable [CLL+23, DRC17, KLC+16, KBW16, LED20, MP10, MZKC23, PH10, XWW+20, GFJ+13, KAAF13, KAR+14, PG10, IIPK20].


replication [CTuDY13]. report [FLFW13].

Representations [FWF+23, SZG11].

Representative [CHPP+23]. reproduction [HR13]. reprogramming [KPB+08, KW09, MP10, TLRE13].

Reputation [GBS08]. Reputation-based [GBS08]. Research [AAJ+23, AMTH+17, RDP16, RGB+17].


Resource-constrained [BJW+22, RS19]. Resource-Consuming [LLH22].

Resource-efficient [NLH+19].

Respiration [GYG+23, WSC+23].

Respiratory [WLX+23]. Response [MSB17, ZZPW23]. Results [ENPNF13, PG09]. Rethinking [HLL+23].

Reuse [BT18]. Review [AMAT+18, KOD+14].

Revolution [DXW+22]. ReWIMO [DRC17]. RF [KVS23, KAS+10, SMR+14, SCL+19, ZHH+20].

RF-AMOC [ZHH+20].

RF-based [SCL+19]. RFID [NXW+22, LWW+20, YYL+23, ZHH+20].

RFID-based [YYL+23]. RFIDs [ALY+23, SYX+23].


RLC [LWX+21]. RNNs [RSK+21]. Road [DSA+20, SMR+14, SMR+14].
Road-RFSense [SMR+14]. Robin [SC15].
Robots [LFNS14, TAT14, WTX+16].
Robust [CQDW21, GYG+23, KGGK11, 
LXY+22, LFL+19, MGS+19, PPM15, 
PKC+18, PG09, BXWX13, DABN10, 
GFJ+13, NGSA08, LP05]. robustness 
[CKL+09]. Rogue [LGLD23]. Room 
[ABC+18, AAAH15, WSC+23].
Room-Scale [WSC+23]. rooms [YPW+13].
Round [SC15]. Route [IIPK20]. Routing 
[ARWK19, GLS+14, KPCB20, KJP+15, 
LFL+19, WS14, XJL+23, BGJ09, CA06, 
IV12, KT11, KLC13, KSMH13, LP08, 
PKG08, SZG13, TYD+07, XRH+13, YH13, 
ZSKH08, HBLR05]. Routing-Aware 
[ARWK19]. RPL 
[IIPK20, KPCB20, KJP+15]. RSA 
[CLSW12]. RSSI [BHA+13]. RSSI-based 
[BHA+13]. RT [LCH+19a]. RT-WiFi 
[LCH+19a]. Rulers [LJLW19]. rules 
[ZDW+10].

S [GDM22]. Safety [BSI+15]. sales 
[HBW+18]. Sampling [BNG12, CHPP23, 
WWL15, ZGX+16, ACG+13, GSW09, 
KRJ09, LS10, LW0+06, WLD10].
sampling-interpolation [LS10]. SARA 
[BCL+12]. Satellite [LDGG21]. SateLoc 
[LDGG21]. Saturation [PPM15]. Saving 
[JYB+21, YXFL17, JGK+23, SGM08].
Scalable [AAHS18, CA06, WWL+16, 
WZZ+21, WCV+18, GCR12, GJNC+14].
Scalar [Yan22]. Scale 
[BTR+18, LXR+16, SBK22, TJLK14, 
VRSR15, WSC+23, WCV+23, WS14, 
HZH+16, ZZX+20, CDR08, HBLR05, HM07b, 
KSMH13, KPB+08, LWG09, LGLT19, 
MCGZ21, MB09, PCR13, PH10, RSK+21, 
SSL+22, TJZ+13, ZSJ06, WPC20].
Scaling [LFW+19, XHZG22, CPH06].
SCANet [LHZZ20]. Scanning 
[NXW+22, WCLD23]. Schedule [SE23].
Schedules [PSB+14]. Scheduling 
[AH20, BYD+15, CCC+21, CS23, ELR+22, 
KYM17, LED20, MZW+19, TGYW15, 
WLD+23, WVL15, WYD+22, YWD+21, 
YTR+22, ZTZX23, ZGCL23, ZGX+16, 
ZLGL19, ZLGL20, CCMH08, FS13, LKZJ13, 
SG10, TYD+07, YYM+10]. Scheme 
[FSTH23, LHX+21, SLS+22, YXFL17, 
CLSW12, KJL12, KTL11, RR09, WDLN09].
Schemes [AH14, MSK+23, ZMV14, 
CDGC12, LCC10]. SDCN [LCM21]. SDN 
[PSR+22]. GDP [GYNY16]. Seamless 
[AWSR22]. Search [LLLD23]. SystMap08.
Search-based [LLLD23]. Searchable 
[FSSR15]. SearchAuth [LLLD23]. Secret 
[LWH+22, PCPK14, XJR+17]. Section 
[CPSS23, CWK+22, QXZ22]. Secure 
[AAJ+23, DABN10, HM07b, KKRR15, 
LYG+13, PTDD16, QWCC+22, QXZ22, 
SUR+23, SLS+22, VTY18, WRYL11, ZSL20, 
CCM09]. Securing [SDX+20]. Security 
[GDM22, HAH22, MSB17, PDP+17, 
ZCZL22, CC11, CKL+09, VG10, ZSJ06].
Security-by-contract [GDM22]. seed 
[TP07]. seeking [KVI+13]. segmentation 
[YYS10]. Segmenting [ABM06, ZSG09].
Seidel [KLC13]. Selection 
[CZX+22, CGB+19, MGS+19, NK15, 
WLZ23, MCT14, NP12, TMAP14].
Selective [TDD+19, NZR10]. Self 
[BR15, HLI7, PMST12, ST12, ZHCA17, 
ZWW1, CCMH08, KSMH13, WZL07].
Self-Adaptation [HLI7]. Self-healing 
[PMST12]. Self-localizing [ST12].
self-organized [KSMH13]. self-organizing 
[CNMH08]. Self-Powered [ZHC17].
self-protection [WZL07]. Self-Sufficient 
[BR15]. Self-sustainable [ZWW1]. Semi 
[NZM21]. Semi-supervised [NZM21].
Semidefinite [BLW06]. SEASON 
[KHC17]. SelfCS [LJW+21]. Sense 
[GLG+23]. SenseCode [KAA13]. sensed 
[SLC+22]. SenseLens [CA22]. Sensing 
[BIKM19, FFW+23, GLQ+22, HSGW21, 
HSX+15, LWY+21, LZN19, JLJW19, LCM21, 
MJS+19, PK20, PKS+23, RDP16, SMR+14,
SML18, SUZK19, SYT22, SDBT19, WWL15, 
WLX+23, XLO+23, XAKV15, YSK+15, 
YCL+19, ZZ21, ZZ23, ZZY+23, ZLL+22, 
EML+09, KPS12, NDM+13, PDMJ10, 
SPK14, WKA14, WLW12, ZCLJ14].

**Sensing-Based** [SMR+14]. sensitive 
[KASD09, WJZ21]. **Sensor**

[AMTH13, AMAT+18, AKSM15, Amm16, 
Amm23, AH14, AHK16, AALS18, ALNT22, 
BYD+15, BGMP15, BCL+12, BAP+17, 
BCMY22, BIMD19, BASM16, BWCW14, 
BS1+15, BR15, BGP+23, BBQ+11, COSI9, 
CHP+23, CWY+15, CTW+15, CPP+17, 
CCC+21, CS23, CML+21, CLS12, DBP19, 
DDCI1, DBOD+16, DML+16, DXL+15, 
EA15, ELR+22, EY14, GZK+23, GAMW22, 
GLS+14, GSGA23, GLQ+22, GLL19, 
GZZ+14, HFL+18, HMLJ17, 
HSGW21, HBKP14, IPGL18, JJ15, JM16, 
JTS09, KPRH14, KJD+23, KOD+14, 
KKRR15, KK15, KBW16, KRP15, Lmn15, 
LMP14, LLL+14, LLL16, LCC+17, 
LHZ20, LXR+16, LZAHI+15, LMZ+16, 
LWM+21, LHX16, LZN19, LFW+19, 
LYST23, LCF+22, MCGZ21, MB16, MSB17, 
MPSR16, MNL18, MG2N16, MCW+16, 
NBGB14, NK15, NK14, NRC+09, NP12, 
PK19, PCA+23, PPM15, PHKK17, PDP+17, 
PTPD16, PNL+22, PX13, PSB+14, 
PCPK14, QNN+22, RFB+14, RB516].

**Sensor** [RHS20, RD16, RJL+10, SNK+22, 
SSL+19, SZG11, SZ9, SCL+14, SGG10, 
SB16, SCL+19, SXD+15, SGB15, SG11, 
SZG+15, TJL14, TPM+17, TBC+18, 
TYGW15, TCB+14, VPB+20, VRRS15, 
WX08, WRYL11, WWFX11, WPL+16, 
WB17, WS14, WBS14, WLS+16, WSHT16, 
WYD+22, XDX+14, XWW+23, XWC+23, 
XCC+15, XHH16, YM14, YJL+22, YR17, 
ZLW+15, ZSL23, ZGCL23, ZWY21, ZGT11, 
ZGL19, ZGL20, ZIMVR14, dOEC+23, 
Amm13, AAM0, AD1F2, BKM+12, BKS13, 
BLYW06, BHA+13, BNG12, BGJ09, CJSS11, 
CA06, CDGC12, CGVC06, CYS+10, 
CCMT09, CK09, CSA06, CC11, CLSW12, 
CMNH08, CLH+13, CHN+13, CRW07, 
CRY+10, CDR08, CGD12, CK13, CPH06, 
CCJO8, DLD09, Den09, DD09, Djj10, 
DABNR10, DIE14, DEM+12, ELR08, 
EFI+10, EGG13, EPNF13, EMBP12, 
FLJ+13, FS13, FLFW13, GCRB12, GSW09, 
GB08, GCBL06, GSL10, GRE+07, GFJ+13, 
GAJ+06, GNC08, HZG05, HKL+06, 
HOM07a]. **sensor** [HWT+11, HBC+09, 
HTC+10, HY07, HBLR05, HTLC06, HTW07, 
HM07b, HCXT09, HR13, IR12, IB5+10, 
JKR08, JCH+13, JLYG13, JP06, 
JSB+12, JR08, JKS+10, JROH09, Kal10, 
KBD13, KBD14, KXTZ09, KKP+07, KCS+14, 
KQ12, KQ14, KK08, KPK12, KLJ12, 
KT11, KAIF13, KLA+14, KRP09, KV1+13, 
KSM13, KPB+08, KGGK11, KASD09, 
KW09, KAS+10, KAR+14, KMS+10, KA13, 
LP08, LCC+13, LDH06, LPV+09, LP05, 
LP06, LPP09, LWG09, LKA10, LR05, 
LSW06, LL09, LD13, LWS12, LS10, LH09, 
LCC10, LN05, LWH+06, LND08, LFS09, 
LCH+09, MZWT10, MB09, MWS08, 
MRM09, MS09, MPS10, MDC+09, MP10, 
MS12, MKK+13, MPC+10, MAG13, 
NGSA08, NEK12, NJS05, NLR0, NLD08, 
NC10, NCV10, ODFP13, ORR12, PDMJ10, 
PG10, PGG+10, PBM11, PEFSV13, PG09, 
PC10, PKG08, PMST12, PCR13, PA05, 
PH10, QMJ3, RBLP09]. **sensor**

[KRW+06, RBD13, RR09, SYL09, SAZ10, 
SZ13, SSGM10, SSC+10, SGM08, SPK+10, 
SCWC13, SH09, SSOY12, SZZZ08, 
SDC10, Su07, SG08, SG10, SC12, SEZA13, 
TP07, TLR12, TTX+13, TXC+13, 
TXY+13, TJWK13, TB10, TYD+07, 
VMS10, VG10, VAC13, WECC07, WEC11, 
WZL07, WZL08, WDLN05, WBS10, 
WLD10, WRS10, WIF+11, WC13, 
WWLX13, WLZ13, WXXY13, WLW12, 
BXXW13, XWW+05, XLZ+07, XWDN12, 
XTZ08, XRH+13, YHI13, YSZZ13, YYM+10, 
YS07, YVS07, ZSKH08, ZR05, ZKS10,
Sensor-Actuator Sharing [HBW].
SensoScope [IBS+10]. Sensory [LCM21].
SeRLoc [LP05]. Server [ZZPW23].
Service [JGK+23, LZZ+15, LLX+22, LGXC23, SJP+22, SGB15, TGG+17, TGG+19, ZXL+20, ZHZ+16, KASD09].
Services [FM15, YQLD22]. Sets [SCL+19].
SGF [HCTX09]. SGX [YQLD22]. Shape [KGBS18, LGW09]. share [YWM+10, MCLM20]. Shared [CT19, LWI+22, Pha16, VPB+20, XJR+17].
Sharing [HBW+18, MCLM20, ZGX+16, ZKS10, ZGHZ12]. shift [KAS+10].
Signal [CA22, JAC19, CKL+09, NCV10, SPK+10].
Skeletal [XYW+22]. Sleep [CPX+20, NK15, YPZ+17, NC10].
Sleep-Wake [NK15]. Sleeping [MLS+22, HY07, YH13]. Slotted [TNBG18]. Smart [CHSA18, CWK+22, DTY+22, GXQ+22, HPS+18, HBW+18, KCE+20, KYM17, KKP18, LL21, LDDS+22, LPW+23, LSW14, NZM21, PK20, SBSD18, SMW23, WWZ+21, XFX+21, YYFL17, ZHZ+23, CHN+13, ELYR14, ST12, TMP14, WL14]. Smartphone [BNN+20, CPX+20, XDM+21, HSL+15, PHKK17, WTX+16].
Smartphone-Based [BNN+20, XDM+21, HSL+15, WTX+16].
Solar-Powered [YM14, RKL23].
sources [CRY+10]. Space [GKRW17, WWL+16, WJD16, WCLD23, ABM06]. spaced [NCV10]. spanner [PR10]. spanners [SS13]. Sparse [WWL15, YBI17, KAI10, KVI+13, GSW09]. sparsely [Amml3]. Spatial [FLCH23, Kou18, LXY+22, PZQZ21, SZG11, ZLB+23, JKK08, PKG08, SZG13, YS07].
Spatial-Feature-based [FLCH23]. Spatial-Temporal [LXY+22]. spatially
Spatio-temporal [CUdVY13, PAYL22, LKA10].
Spatio-temporal [DD11, XFZ+21]. Special
[CPSS23, CWK+22, LWKZ22, MGN22, NJZ18, QXZZ22, SMW23]. Specific
[LYST23, IBS+10]. spectral [LS10].
Spectrum [LZ19, MS18, SBD18]. Speech [HL17]. Speed [SG10, WTC22].
Spo [BNN+20]. spread [LDO9].
spreading [QM13]. stability [PF13].
Stable [LZAH+15]. Stack [KPRH14, RS19].
Stack-based [RS19]. STARR [CUdVY13].
STARR-DCS [CUdVY13]. Start
[SMZ+17]. state [HCXT09, LWSL12].
state-free [HCXT09]. Static
[LWM+21, Den09, LN09]. station [SH09].
Statistical [PC10, IR12, KA13].
statistically [YSZC13]. Staying [BR15].
Stealthy [BH21]. Steganographic
[CSLJ23]. Steiner [BR16]. Stochastic
[LP06, KT11, PG09, YYM+10]. stolen
[GPL+12]. Stone [KGDC22]. Storage
[LLX+14, LWCJ14, WRYL11, ZLL+22,
CUdVY13, LCH+09, MDC+09, ZGHZ12].
storage-centric [LCH+09]. Strategies
[LWM+21]. Strategy [WLW+23, YTZ+23].
Stream [KYM17, LHZ23]. Street [CT19].
strength [CLK+09]. Stretch [WS14]. Strip
[LFL+19]. strong [YSZC13]. Structural
[BWCW14, AGC+13]. Structure
[NXW+22, SJP+22, GCBL06]. structures
[ABM06]. sTube [HBW+18]. Studies
[DXL+15]. Study [COP+16, DGS16,
LGT19, MPRS16, YJL+22, KPS12,
MPC+10, SDLT10, YPW+13]. style
[XWW+23]. Sub [SMS22]. Sub-1 [SMS22].
Subject [LPW+23, LWSL12].
Subject-adaptive [LPW+23]. Subsets
[CHFP23]. Sufficient [BR15].
summarization [dLM14]. Summary
[PCA+23]. Superposition [MZW+19].
supervised [NZM21]. Supplied [ZLYW19].
Supply [PK20]. Support
[IPK20, NGBB14]. Supported [SHWW20].
Supporting [KJP+15]. Surface
[CK13, EY14, WJD16]. Surface-level
[CK13]. Surface-Reflection-Based [EY14].
Surveillance [DXC+21, HLL+23, TYGW15,
GAJ+06, HKL+06, VHC+09]. Survey
[CML+21, DAA11, DTW+23, GSGA23,
AH@22, LDH06, LWM+21, RHD17, RDP16,
RGB+17, SYL+22, YYC+19, oEFC+23,
BK+12, RBD13, SG08]. Survivability
[TYGW15]. Survivability-Heterogeneous
[TYGW15]. Sustainability [KYM17].
Sustainable [YTR+22, DEM+12, ZWY21].
Swarm [CRZ+20]. Switching [BT18].
Symbols [BY19]. SynListener [WLX+23].
Symptoms [WLX+23]. sync [YVS07].
Synchronization
[BDO14, JGT+22, JTE20, SZ19, VTY18,
VDV16, XHX16, CLS12, SSC+10, YVS07].
Synchronization-free [GJT+22].
Synchronized [HF17]. Synchronous
[LHX16, MDC17]. Synopsis [NGSA08].
System [AJH+20, BBD+23, BR15,
CPX+20, CTW+15, CCG13, CSLJ23, CA22,
DWF+23, DLG+21, FW+23, GZJE23,
GY+23, HKG+19, JZL+19, KCE+20,
KGS81, LL21, LWJ+23, MSB17, NZM21,
OZ+23, RKL23, SUR+23, SMR+14,
SNC+23, TVX+13, WLW+20, WCV+18,
WJ21, XCT+16, XWW+20, XKW+22,
YZDZ23, ZZPW23, ZZC+23, ZGH+21,
ACG+13, DABNR10, EML+09, HKL+06,
LNV+05, OBB+13, ODCP13].
System-level [TXY+13]. Systematic
[HAH22]. Systems [BY19, DCBL15,
GKR17, HWS+20, JZL+19, KOD+14,
MIJ+19, MZKC23, MLCW23, NXW+22,
PAYL22, RFS+19, SJH+18, SBD18,
SZG+15, SDBT19, YSK+15, YYL+23,
ZZZ+20, LJY+10, NZR10, ND+13].
Tag [CWS+22, WLW+20, ZHJ+20].
TagFocus [YYL+23]. Tagged [NXW+22].
Traffic-Aware \[CS23\]. Trail \[KASD09\].
Training \[FWF^+23\]. Trajectory \[SLC^+22, WLW^+23\]. Transceiver \[KGDC22\].
Transferable \[AAHS18\]. Transit \[MCLW23\]. Transition \[SLC^+22\].
Transmission \[KLC^+16, KPCB20, LMZ^+16, LCH^+20, MDC17, MGS^+19, WXL^+19, ZCZL22, GCBLO6, PR10, WWXY13\].
Transmission-Based \[MDC17\].
Transmit \[KR18\]. transport \[HR13, PG10\]. transportation \[RMB^+10\].
trap \[CLH^+13\]. Travel \[FLCH23, Ge07\].
Tree \[JJ15, SB16, AH20, GFJ^+13, JKS^+10\].
Trees \[CHSA18, SCL^+14\]. Trends \[AJJ^+23, AMTH^+17\].
Trigger \[SDBT19\].
Troubleshooting \[KLA^+14\]. True \[CA22\].
Trust \[BJW^+22, RBS16, SBCF20, LYG^+13\].
Trust-based \[BJW^+22\]. trusted \[HTC^+10\]. Trustworthy \[HW^+22\].
truth \[MJS^+19, ZGH^+21\]. TSCH \[TDD^+19\].
TSDroid \[ZLB^+23\]. tunnels \[MPC^+10\].
Turf \[WWB^+19\]. TV \[BAP^+17\]. Twin \[GXQ^+22\]. Twin-enabled \[GXQ^+22\].
Twins \[LCF^+22\]. Two \[DSG16, GCAK17, LHZZ20, WLZ23, WHST16\].

Two-Connected \[GCAK17\]. Two-Hop \[DSG16\]. Two-phased \[WLZ23\].
Two-stream \[LHZZ20\]. Two-Tiered \[WHST16\]. Type \[MGS^+19\]. types \[NRC^+09\].

UAV \[TZZZ22, WLW^+23\]. UAV-Aided \[WLW^+23\]. UAV-Assisted \[TZZZ22\].
UAVs \[KVI^+13, ZHT^+23\]. Ubiquitous \[TGG^+19, ZZZ^+22\]. Ultra \[CP20, MDC^+09, PKC^+18\]. Ultra-low \[MDC^+09\]. Ultra-wideband \[CP20\].
unattended \[PMST12\]. Uncontrollable \[RD16\]. Underground \[LL09\].
Understanding \[XTXXW22, YCL^+19\].
Undervolting \[KBW16\]. Underwater \[ELR^+22, EY14, GAMW22, HF17, KGDC22, LCF^+22, MGN22, PCA^+23, PSR^+22, RHS20, SNK^+22, XWW^+23, XWC^+23, SHY13\].
Unfolding \[CS18\].
Units \[FLCH23, IHGS15, FKM10\].
Units \[XYW^+22\]. Unknown \[LGTL19\].
Unlabeled \[AL523\]. Unmanned \[HWS^+20\]. Unobtrusive \[CPX^+20\]. unreliability \[ZK07\]. Unreliable \[WKYH17\]. Unrestricted \[XLG^+22\].
Unsupervised \[HW^+22, SL^+22, TPM^+17\]. Update \[DCEB15, PBM11\].
Uplink \[YYXL22\].
upper \[ZH05\]. Urban \[DXL^+15, MCLM20, MGLW23, YJL^+22, ZZX^+20, ZWWZ20, LN^+05\].
URLLC \[SE23\].
Usage \[Pha16, TPM^+17\]. User \[CLJ^+23, LGX23, WSC^+23, WLW^+23, WHQ^+23, XDZ^+14, XLO^+23, YYXL22, YSYL08\].
User-Centric \[XDF^+14\].
User-independent \[WHQ^+23\].
user-trace \[YSYL08\].
User/Device \[LZGX23\]. Users \[CJL^+20, LL^+20\].
Using \[AMTH^+17, BQB^+11, CHPP23, CC23, TCC^+23, DSA^+20, DML^+16, GYG^+23, JGK^+23, KS23, KR18, LDTD22, LLZ23, LGGD21, LGDL23, LZN19, MDC17, PHIK17, PSR^+22, PCPK14, RKR17, RMB^+10, RKLM23, SZZX17, SYX^+23, SMZ^+17, SZG^+15, TPM^+17, TAT14, WSC^+23, TXT^+16, WBI7, WHYC19, WLLW15, WTH^+23, WHQ^+23, XYJ^+23, XAKV15, YPZ17, YBI17, ZZH^+23, ZZY^+23, ZYC^+23, ZH^+21, BNPR20, CHSA18, CRY^+10, DARD09, EGG13, FLJ^+13, HR13, JYB^+21, KCPC13, KLA^+14, KVI^+13, KNSM14, LCC^+13, LK09, LFS09, LC14a, MS12, ORRJ12, RR09, SZG13, SPK14, SYGY12, WL14, XRS10, ZBA07, ZGT11, KAH^+10\].
Utility \[EMB12, SJ^+18, PDM10\].


REFERENCES

EMBP12, FLJ +13, FT06, GFJ +13, HM07a, HWT +11, HTC +10, HLT06, HTW07, HCXT09, HR13, IV12, JHU +13, JLYG13, KBD14, KXTZ09, KCPC13, KC14, KPK12, KLIJ12, KLA +14, KRIJ0, KSMH13, LDH06, LPV +09, LP05, LPR09, LKA10, LSW06, LL09, LDZ13, LYG +13, LCC10, LWH +06, LND08, LFS09, MZWT10, MPS10, MS12, MKK +13, MPC +10, NZR10, NLD08, NC10, OBB +13, ODCP13, PDM10, PG10, PEFSV13, PKG08, PMST12, PCR13, QM13, RBLP09, RBD13, RJL +10, RR09, SYL09, SAZ10, SZG13, SSGM10, SPK +10, SCWC13, SH09, SPK14, SZZ09, SDLT10, Su07, SEZA13, TP07, TXC +13, TXY +13, TBL07, VAC13, WZL07. wireless [WLD10, WWLX13, XBWX13, XLZ +07, XTZ08, XRH +13, YS07, YVS07, ZK07, ZSKH08, ZJX10, ZJZ12, ZCLJ14, ZHKS06, ZDW +10].

Wireless-Charging-Based [CKHP19]. Wireless-Sensor-Network-Enabled [KOD +14], without [LHX +21, SSGM10].


Writing [YXG +19]. WSN [JAC19]. WSNs [AMAT +18, ABM13, AH20, ARWK19, KLC13, WWL +16, WJD16, WLW +23, WTX +23, WYD +22, XAVK15, YLSZ19, Yan22, ZGX +16]. WUGS [RRA22]. Wyner [DVS +14].

X [CC23]. X-ray [CC23]. XNAS [Kun22].

Y-Networks [JL15].
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